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The Lexical Sophistication of Second Language Learners’ Academic Essays 

Abstract 

This report presents a validation of an updated version of Laufer and Nation’s (1995) lexical 

frequency profile (LFP), a measure of free productive vocabulary that uses a computer 

program to compare essays with wordlists, informing about the sophistication of vocabulary 

within texts. The main adaptation to this measure is the use of alternative word lists as 

benchmarks. To assess concurrent validity, the profiles of essays written by 472 advanced 

second language learners (using both traditional and recently compiled wordlists) were 

correlated with a range of language proficiency tests. Unlike previous studies, longer essays 

(2000 words in length) written in an authentic environment were used to validate the LFP. 

The general findings were that the ratios generated from both sets of word lists correlated 

significantly with the measure of written proficiency. Although not strong, the correlations 

were consistent with previous studies and indicated that students who received low scores for 

writing relied on high-frequency words (and vice versa). However, the new word lists yielded 

weaker correlations. The study concludes that although the ratios of vocabulary types show a 

reliable tendency, they do not correlate strongly enough to be used as independent predictors 

of proficiency.  
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The Lexical Sophistication of Second Language Learners’ Academic Essays 

Vocabulary knowledge is a fundamental component of language ability. It is therefore crucial 

in determining how well second language (L2) learners can express themselves. This is 

particularly evident in academic writing, where there is an expectation to adhere to a set of 

precisely defined words that frequently occur in academia. As Corson (1997) observes, words 

of a Graeco-Latin origin (clarify, empirical, thesis) dominate this genre. A genre that has 

received considerable attention following the development of Coxhead’s (2000) academic 

word list. Her seminal work identified 570 words in an academic corpus that are infrequent in 

general English yet typically account for around 10% of the words used in academic texts. L2 

learners intending to study at an English-speaking university or publish their research in 

English need to use such academic words in order to accurately express themselves in an 

appropriate way. By analysing how often L2 learners use (or fail to use) these academic 

words we can get a perspective on the sophistication of the vocabulary they can produce. 

Although measures of receptive vocabulary knowledge are now a well-established part of 

language testing, a widely accepted measure of productive vocabulary knowledge has yet to 

emerge. The current study explores the Lexical Frequency Profile (LFP) initially proposed by 

Laufer and Nation (1995) as a potential solution. The LFP is a semi-automated method of 

extracting information about the sophistication of the vocabulary used in a text. This is done 

by using a computer program to compare a text with a list (or several lists) of words and 

calculating the percentage of the text that is accounted for by the list(s). Laufer and Nation 

(1995) claim that the percentages of word types correlate with proficiency levels and can 

therefore be used as a measure of productive vocabulary knowledge. To demonstrate what is 

meant by a lexical profile, Table 1 shows the ratios of vocabulary types used in this 

paragraph up to this point. 
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Table 1. A lexical frequency profile of the initial paragraph 

Frequency Level Families (%) Types (%) Tokens (%) Cumul. token % 

GSL 1 Words 93 (67.88) 105 (64.42) 243 (76.18) 76.18 

GSL 2 Words 12 (8.76) 13 (7.98) 15 (4.70) 80.88 

AWL  Words 32 (23.36) 34 (20.86) 42 (13.17) 94.05 

NiL ?? 10 (6.13) 19 (5.96) 100.00 

Total (unrounded) 137+? 163 (100) 319 (100) ≈100.00 

 

Focusing on the Types column, around 64% of words in the initial paragraph are very high 

frequency words (can, learner) and around 20% of the words are in Coxhead’s (2000) 

academic wordlist (fundamental, publish). There are also a number of words (6%) not in any 

of the lists (NiL), these are technical words (corpus, genre) and other low-frequency words 

(seminal, sophistication). 

The following sections will review previous studies that have used LFPs, discuss 

measures of productive vocabulary knowledge, and then explore a series of problems that 

have undermined previous validations of this measure. These problems are related to the texts 

analysed, the tests used, the wordlists the texts were compared to, and the software employed. 

Classic LFPs (following Laufer & Nation, 1995), and also updated LFPs based on more 

recent wordlists, will be created from 472 L2 essays. These profiles will be correlated with a 

range of proficiency measures taken from the same learners. This will be followed by a 

discussion of the changes to the LFP methodology and the implications of the main findings. 

1 Background 

In 1995, Laufer and Nation created LFPs for 65 short (300 words) L2 essays by 

comparing them to the first 1000 words in the General Service List (GSL), the second 1000 

in the GSL and the University Word List. They found their measure differentiated between 

learners from three proficiency groups, gave reliable frequency ratios for two pieces of 
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writing from the same students and correlated with an independent measure of vocabulary 

knowledge: The Productive Vocabulary Levels Test. In a concurrent study Laufer (1995) also 

claimed that just a part of the profile, the percentage of words beyond the 2000 most frequent 

(academic words plus off-list words), could be used to discriminate between ability groups.  

Lexical frequency profiles have subsequently been used in many other studies. To see 

if the measure could predict academic success, Morris and Cobb (2004) created LFPs from 

essays written by 112 L2 trainee teachers. They found significant correlations with the scores 

on two training courses (r = 0.37; 0.34). This is supported by Bardakci’s 2016 study that 

included 84 (Turkish) L2 learner essays. Bardakci showed that the ratio of GSL 1 words in 

the L2 essays correlated negatively and significantly (r = -0.233; -0.376) with two vocabulary 

measures (Nation’s 1983 Vocabulary Levels Test; Qian & Schedl’s 2004 Depth of 

Vocabulary Knowledge Test). In a study of 31 short academic essays written by L2 students 

preparing for study at a British university (Daller & Phelan, 2007), a measure similar to 

Laufer’s Beyond 2000 (Advanced Types in their terms) was used as a measure of lexical 

sophistication. One of their main findings was that of the various measures assessed the 

percentage of Advanced Types correlated positively and significantly (r = 0.549) with the 

overall teacher ratings of the essays. They concluded that when giving holistic grades to 

essays “…teachers focus on rare, infrequent words” (Daller & Phelan, 2007:244). Other 

recent studies also support the use of LFPs as a way for course designers and teachers to 

understand the vocabulary needs of their students (Lin & Morrison, 2010; Mokhtar & 

Rawian, 2016; Aluthman, 2017; Catalán & Llach, 2017).  

 While the continued use of the LFP in studies over the past 20 years encourages the 

belief that it is now a standard measure of productive vocabulary knowledge, the LFP has not 

been without criticism. In their discussion of P Lex, an alternative method for measuring the 

sophistication of vocabulary within texts Meara and Bell (2001) raise numerous issues, such 
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as how errors and proper nouns are processed and that the measure does not accommodate 

multi-word units. Meara (2005) also ran a Monte-Carlo simulation to exemplify his 

objections to the LFP, his main concern being that the LFP is not sensitive enough to 

discriminate between students with similar sized (within 500 words) vocabularies. He also 

notes that eliciting long texts from L2 learners is problematic. The problem being that 

percentages derived from short texts are calculated from a small number of words. Meara’s 

objections were refuted by Laufer (2005) who argued that he had misinterpreted the aim of 

the LFP, dismissing his simulated computer data as inferior to data generated from real 

students. However, another study in the same year (Smith, 2005) that did use student-

generated data largely agreed with Meara’s objections. Smith’s analysis of 47 short L2 

learner essays found the measure insensitive to proficiency and unstable with essays of 

different lengths. In a longitudinal study of young Francophone learners Horst and Collins 

(2006) also had unexpected findings. Despite students having made considerable progress 

after 400 hours of language classes, the LFP ratios suggested that their vocabulary was not 

improving. Further analysis found that the students had actually improved their vocabulary 

knowledge by decreasing their reliance on cognates, which the LFP could not identify. A 

recent study of L2 essays by Csomay and Prades (2018) has also cast doubt on the reliability 

of the LFP. While they found some significant correlations (for some drafts in some genres), 

in general the ratio of academic words did not correlate with essay scores.    

While there is clearly still some debate about whether the LFP is actually an effective 

measure of productive vocabulary knowledge, in the absence of a widely accepted alternative 

it seems sensible to work with what we have and, where possible, make improvements. It is 

in this pragmatic spirit, aided by the ever increasing speed of computers and online resources, 

that we revisit this measure. With L2 learner work now commonly being submitted 

electronically, better word lists to compare them with, and more user-friendly software 
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available, we can overcome many of the objections alluded to and create lexical profiles that 

provide more accurate information about the sophistication of learners’ writing. Can this 

measure offer teachers a reliable and useful perspective on the vocabulary contained in L2 

academic texts? Before we analyse the learner essays and address that question, there are a 

number of issues that need to be explored in order to justify changes to the methodology. 

1.1 Productive tests of vocabulary knowledge 

Within vocabulary knowledge, a broad distinction is usually made between receptive 

knowledge and productive knowledge. We have considerably more words available to us at a 

receptive level (words we can understand when read or heard) than words at a productive 

level (words we can produce in speaking or writing). This receptive/productive distinction 

impacts on how we measure vocabulary. If we wish to test how well a person can use 

vocabulary in their writing, a productive skill, then it makes sense to use a test of productive 

vocabulary to do this. The problem is that while there are numerous (and well validated) 

measures of receptive vocabulary (Nation’s Vocabulary Levels Test, 1983; Meara & 

Buxton’s Yes/No test, 1987; Nation & Beglar’s Vocabulary Size Test, 2007), reliable and 

efficient measures of productive vocabulary have been more elusive. As Schmitt (2010:173) 

notes, the difficulty lies in that with a receptive measure a tester knows the correct answer in 

advance, it is discrete, whereas with a productive measure the tester cannot predict the words 

a test-taker will produce. Although Laufer and Nation (1999) adapted the VLT into an active 

format, known as the Productive Vocabulary Levels Test (PVLT), it has been questioned 

(Read, 2000) whether the PVLT is actually testing the same aspect of vocabulary knowledge. 

A more recent approach (Fitzpatrick and Clenton, 2017) is to view productive vocabulary 

tests as either free-productive (such as the LFP, which does not restrict the vocabulary a test-

taker might produce) or controlled-productive (such as the PVLT, which leads a test-taker to 

an expected answer). Fitzpatrick and Clenton (2017) further subdivide these categories into 
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tests that have discursive tasks (such as essay writing) as opposed to non-discursive tasks 

(such as word association tests). They argue these different tasks elicit words that are 

different in quality and quantity, the tester therefore needs to carefully choose the format that 

elicits words most suited to the purpose of the test. 

Various alternative measures of productive vocabulary have been proposed over the 

years. One, which also measures text sophistication, is Meara and Bell’s (2001) P Lex 

program. This is similar to the LFP in that it counts the number of words in a text that are 

within a specific word list, although it counts the words in a different way (separating the text 

into 10-word segments) and calculates a lambda value rather than a ratio. Malvern et al. 

(2004) offer D, a measure of lexical diversity. Another alternative is Lex30 (Meara & 

Fitzpatrick, 2000) that uses word association responses to give a measure of productive 

ability. 

Despite a number of promising solutions, we do not yet have a widely accepted 

measure of productive vocabulary, the aim of this study is to assess the effectiveness of the 

LFP with full length academic essays. If the essay profiles correlate reliably with measures of 

language proficiency (particularly those that are free and discursive in task), then we can 

argue in favour of the LFP filling the free discursive productive vocabulary test niche.   

1.2 The quality of the texts in prior studies 

As noted earlier, the course grades in Morris and Cobb’s 2004 study correlated 

positively and significantly with the AWL (r = 0.37) and negatively and significantly with the 

GSL1 ratios (r = -0.34). Similarly, Bardakci (2016) found significant correlations (r =-0.233; 

r = -0.376) between the ratio of high-frequency words and the VLT and DVKT. Daller and 

Phelan (2007) found a stronger, yet still modest, positive correlation (r = 0.549) between their 

Advanced Types and overall essay grades. The modesty of these correlations is perhaps not 
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so surprising, as the measures on both sides of the equation were not ideal. In this section we 

will look at the text side of the equation, which in most studies (Laufer & Nation, 1995; 

Morris & Cobb, 2004; Daller & Phelan, 2007; Bardakci, 2016) were short, written in artificial 

conditions, and on general topics. The exception being the recent study by Csomay and 

Prades (2018). Their study analysed essays averaging around 1000 words in length that had 

been written, and redrafted, in regular class conditions. 

Firstly, with text length constrained to around 300 words in most previous studies, the 

learners were not given a fair opportunity to demonstrate their lexical knowledge. As their 

texts only contained around 5 - 6% academic words, the analysis was based on less than 20 

words. While Laufer (1995) argues that texts longer than 200 words generate stable profiles, 

it is questionable whether we can confidently make claims about sophistication based on such 

a small sample. Moreover, Malvern and colleagues conclude  

“…short texts provide insufficient opportunity for writers to display the range of skills 

necessary to be awarded higher grades…writing quality is directly related to the 

complexity of narrative structure, of which text length is a function”. (Malvern et al., 

2004:156) 

Put another way, longer texts allow students to explore issues in greater depth; as their 

arguments become more complex they need to use more sophisticated language. Quite how 

long such texts ought to be is beyond the scope of this paper, but a text of under 300 words 

cannot really be expected to explore topics in the depth that characterizes academic writing.  

The second problem is that the texts in most previous studies were written in an 

environment quite different to how a text is normally written. In a normal writing 

environment a variety of resources are available: dictionaries, articles and books, and other 

people (friends, colleagues, tutors) to discuss ideas with. It is also normal practice to redraft a 
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text based on such discussions. Expecting students to write in a sterile environment (and only 

allowing them one draft in which to do this) leads to texts that cannot really be considered as 

authentic examples of their writing. As research demonstrates (Muncie, 2002; Lee & Muncie, 

2006), redrafted L2 texts become more lexically sophisticated. When Muncie’s students were 

given the same written essay task at different times in their course, the mean ratio of high-

frequency words decreased in their redrafted essays.  

The third point concerning text quality in prior studies is that the tasks generating 

these texts were often questions on general topics, intended to be read by a lay audience. If 

the purpose of an essay is to complete a class activity (rather than to persuade a critical 

audience in a specialist area of research), it seems unreasonable to expect a learner to use the 

same kind of vocabulary. As Read (2000:199) argues “the choice of task has an effect on the 

kind of vocabulary elicited”. Therefore, if we wish to measure the sophistication of L2 

learner’s academic writing they ought to be given tasks that require them to research a topic, 

carefully consider their arguments and express themselves precisely.  

To sum up, for a text to be representative of a student’s ability to write academically it 

needs to satisfy certain conditions. The text needs to be of a suitable length, 200 - 300 words 

(the standard in prior research) is not long enough. The text needs to go through a similar 

process of evolution as authentic academic writing. The task that generates the text needs to 

be in a specialist area that requires the writer to research the topic and engage it in a critical 

way. With regards to the texts, we therefore agree with Csomay and Prades’ approach of 

using essays “collected from naturally occurring classroom settings” (2018:113). 

1.3 The quality of proficiency measures in prior studies 

In the previous section, it has been argued that one side of the LFP/proficiency 

correlation equation (the quality of the texts) in prior studies was unsatisfactory for various 
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reasons. We now look at the other side of the equation, the quality of the proficiency 

measures against which the texts were compared. In their 2004 study, Morris and Cobb 

compared the LFPs derived from texts with scores obtained in L2 teacher training courses. 

Given the main thrust of these courses, how to teach English grammar, it is easy to imagine 

that those with better grades would be more capable of sophisticated vocabulary. As these 

grades were not a direct measure of productive language ability, it is not surprising that 

Morris and Cobb (2004) observed such modest correlations. A direct measure (Daller & 

Phelan 2007 compared lexical profiles to overall essay scores) would have been preferable. 

Added to this, Fitzpatrick and Clenton (2017) argue that it is not only the aspect of language 

being tested (receptive or productive) that we need to control. They argue that we also need 

to consider whether we are testing free-production or controlled-production and that the 

assessment task (discursive or non-discursive) also needs to be consistent with the purpose of 

the test.  

In the current study, the students on the course were expected to write an essay and 

had separate assessments of their speaking, reading and listening abilities. We are therefore in 

the fortunate position of having a comprehensive battery of carefully controlled language 

tests against which to compare the profiles. If the LFP is indeed a reliable measure of 

productive vocabulary, all the proficiency measures might be expected to have some 

relationship with the LFP. In particular, the measures that used discursive tasks to assess free 

productive skills would be expected to have the strongest correlations. 

1.4 Word lists 

In the studies referred to so far (Meara & Bell, 2001; Morris & Cobb, 2004; Horst & 

Collins, 2006; Lee & Muncie, 2006; Daller & Phelan, 2007; Bardakci, 2016; Catalán & 

Llach, 2017; Fitzpatrick & Clenton, 2017) the L2 essays were compared with Coxhead’s 
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(2000) academic word list (AWL) and/or West’s (1953) general service lists. Most of these 

studies indicate a relationship between the ratios of academic and high-frequency words used 

in the essays and the students’ English proficiency. However, Horst and Collins (2006) argue 

that for their study these lists were inappropriate. A number of alternative lists have recently 

been created that have the potential to improve the measure (Browne, 2013a; Browne, 2013b; 

Brezina & Gablasova, 2013; Gardner & Davies, 2013). Given the context of this study, 

international students in a British university, the New General Service (NGSL - Browne, 

2013a) and the New Academic Word (NAWL - Browne, 2013b) lists were selected. 

Compiled by Browne and colleagues from a British corpus on similar principles to Coxhead’s 

AWL, they are contextually appropriate for the current study, and in various respects better 

lists. Before considering their benefits let us briefly explore how the lists differ in content, in 

particular the AWL and NAWL.   

Coxhead’s AWL, which is currently the standard word list for university bound 

international students, does overlap with the NAWL. As Table 2 shows, around 12% of the 

AWL words are also included in the NAWL (criteria, parameter, qualitative). However, the 

distribution also shows the majority of AWL words (79%) are within the NGSL 1, 2 and 3 

lists. These are words commonly used in more general contexts (environment, technology, 

volume). A similar distribution was observed in a comparison of the AWL and BNC/COCA 

lists (Masrai & Milton, 2018). We could therefore think of the AWL as consisting of both 

academic and semi-academic words. The NAWL on the other hand, consists of words more 

exclusive to academia (replicate, correlation, exponential) as it excludes more of the high-

frequency words.   
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Table 2. Distribution of Coxhead's 570 AWL words within the NGSL and NAWL lists 

Frequency Level Lemmas (%) Types (%) Tokens (%) Cumul. token % 

NGSL_1 

[1000 lemmas] 

 

322 (61.57) 

 

322 (56.39) 

 

96 (16.81) 

 

56.49 

NGSL_2  

[1000 lemmas] 

 

78 (14.91) 

 

78 (13.66) 

 

78 (13.68) 

 

70.17 

NGSL_3  

[801 lemmas] 

 

52 (9.94) 

 

52 (9.11) 

 

52 (9.12) 

 

79.29 

NAWL  

[963 lemmas] 

 

71 (13.58) 

 

71 (12.43) 

 

71 (12.46) 

 

91.75 

Not in Lists: ?? 47 (8.23) 47 (8.25) 100 

 

The first benefit that these newer (2013) lists can claim is that they are up to date. 

West’s GSL was derived from work done in the 1930s and 40s and as a consequence contains 

many dated words (shilling, plough, headdress), and doesn’t contain some words that are 

currently quite frequent (computer, database, television). Coxhead’s AWL, although 

compiled recently, is dependent on West’s list and suffers as a result. Some general words 

that were not selected for the GSL (but perhaps ought to have been) therefore ended up in the 

AWL. The second benefit is that modern lists are compiled from increasingly large corpora 

and so are likely to be more representative of the words used in specific genres. West’s GSL 

was a selection of words from a 2.5 million word corpus, whereas the Browne lists were 

drawn from a 2 billion word corpus. When one compares the coverage of these word lists 

(Table 3) it can be argued that the Browne lists are more useful for L2 learners. By studying 

fewer lemmas students can get a better coverage. At this point it ought to be noted that the 

NGSL lists use the lemma (the headword and its inflected forms) as the unit of counting, as 

opposed to the broader word family unit (that also includes other related forms) used by the 

GSL lists.  
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Table 3. Vocabulary Coverage (from Browne, 2014)  

Vocabulary List Number of Lemmas Coverage in Cambridge English Corpus (%) 

GSL 3623 84.24 

NGSL 2818 90.34 

  

Similarly, the NAWL (derived from a 288 million word corpus) has better coverage than 

Coxhead’s AWL (derived from a 3.5 million word corpus). The larger corpus that the NAWL 

was derived from allowed a wider range of academic disciplines to be included. One further 

advantage is that the newer word lists are divided into four bands (NGSL 1 – 3 and NAWL), 

as opposed to the three traditional bands (GSL1, GSL2, AWL). This extra level permits a 

finer grained analysis. 

For the reasons given above, LFPs based on the newer word lists might be expected to 

have a closer relationship with students’ language proficiency than the older word lists. To 

investigate this the current study will compare learner profiles based on both the classic and 

new word lists. 

1.5 Analytic Software 

With a large number of essays to analyse (or grade and give feedback on) the use of 

computer software to speed up the process is likely to be welcomed by language researchers 

and teachers alike. Hinkel’s (2003) analysis of L2 academic writing, while illuminating, took 

three people two years to hand tag the lexical and syntactic forms in their corpus of short 

(300 words) essays. Computers allow a far quicker analysis of far longer essays.  

The current study uses VocabProfiler, an online program available from the Compleat 

Lextutor website (Cobb, n.d.), developed from the Range software in the original Laufer and 

Nation (1995) LFP study. The program counts the number of times that words from a 

particular wordlist occur in a text, and then calculates the percentage of the text that is 
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accounted for by the wordlist. The wordlists that have traditionally been used are West’s GSL 

lists and Coxhead’s AWL. As well as the classic lists, the program can also be used to 

compare texts to the NGSL and NAWL lists. 

The flexibility of VocabProfiler, in accommodating both the older and newer 

wordlists, was the main reason for choosing this program in preference to other potential text 

analysis programs, such as TAALES (Kyle & Crossley, 2016), Textinspector (n. d.) or 

AntWordProfiler (Anthony, n.d.). Another reason was that the program can cope with long 

texts (up to 400,000 characters). The essays in this study are around 2000 words, a program 

that can deal with whole essays was preferred. Aside from being flexible and non-

commercial, a final point in favour of VocabProfiler is that it does not require the user to 

download the software or convert the text into a plain text format. Text can be cut and pasted 

(or uploaded) directly into the online program.  

2 Research Questions 

In this study we are applying the LFP (originally designed for short general L2 texts 

written in test conditions) to full length academic L2 texts written in authentic conditions. 

This allows us to validate the measure from a slightly different angle and potentially increase 

its utility. Given the flexibility of the software available we are also able to see if it works 

better using more up to date wordlists. Our research questions are:  

RQ1. Do the LFP ratios from full length L2 essays correlate significantly with other 

measures of language proficiency?   

RQ2. Which of the LFP ratios correlate most strongly with the measures of 

proficiency?  

RQ3. How well do the LFP ratios generated with the new word lists correlate with the 

measures of proficiency? 
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3 Methodology 

The essays in this study were submitted electronically to Queen Mary University of 

London in fulfilment of a pre-sessional course requirement in September 2017. Heeding the 

warnings to control text length (Malvern et al., 2004; Meara, 2005; Smith, 2005), those 

essays that were beyond the stipulated length (2000 words +/- 10%) were excluded. As is 

routine in the university, all essays had been scanned by plagiarism software and student 

permission to use the essays for research purposes obtained. Where students had not given 

permission (or where students had not taken the other tests needed to pass the course) their 

essays were excluded. In order to understand the environment in which the texts were written 

and control for potential confounds, all students completed a post-course questionnaire. Of 

the 556 students who completed the course 472 student essays (see Table 4) met the selection 

criteria.  

Table 4. Participants in study (N=472) 

Major  Proficiency range Nationalities (%) 

Humanities and Social Science (307)  

IELTS 6 – 7.5 

43 different countries: Chinese 

(65.3), Thai (7.2), Taiwanese (6.7), 

EU (4.7),  Turkish (2.5), Saudi 

(1.8), Other (12) 

Law (116) 

Science and Engineering (49) 

 

3.1 The language course  

The five week pre-sessional course taught language and academic study skills, 

although there was an emphasis on learning how to write academically. To complete the 

course students needed to submit an essay within their discipline, lead a seminar discussion 

and take reading and listening proficiency tests (see Table 5). 
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Table 5.  Pre-sessional course assessment: overview of 2017 cohort (N=472) 

Language Skill Method of assessment Weighting (%) Mean score SD Range 

Writing 2000 word essay  50 62.7 6.6 40 

Speaking 12 minute seminar 

discussion 

20 63.2 6.0 38 

Reading 1 hour exam 15 73.1 10.9 54 

Listening 1 hour exam 15 74.7 9.7 52 

Overall  100 66 6.1 33 

 

In the spoken assessments, students led a seminar discussion with their peers on a topic 

related to their essay. These seminars were recorded, allowing markers (and second markers) 

to review the discussions. To ensure consistency the seminars and essays were all double 

marked. The training for markers consisted of workshops prior to the course that used an 

adaptation of the Hamp-Lyons and Henning (1991) grading descriptors. The grading for the 

essays (see Appendix) was divided into four main areas: task fulfilment (20%), organisation 

and coherence (20%), referencing/use of sources (20%), and language skills (40%). Within 

the language skills area, vocabulary (along with grammar, academic style/register, and errors) 

was one of four specified subskills. Markers gave a grade for each of the four main areas in 

the essay, the sum of which was the essay score. Moderation workshops, after the essays had 

been submitted, provided a further level of standardization. The seminar discussions were 

also graded analytically with an equal weighting for five main areas. The reading and 

listening tests were similar to those in the IELTs test, and have been validated over a number 

of years (Green, 2012; Yu, 2014). 

3.2 Essays 

The essays were written in response to questions set by the faculties that students 

intend to join and covered a common theme: globalisation. The Humanities and Social 

Science (HSS) faculty for example set four essay questions, students could choose one of 

these (see below). 
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Q3. Does globalization lead to development? Discuss. 

All students had access to a large source of reading material in PDF format, available for 

download from an online learning platform. This included all the articles and chapters on the 

faculty reading lists. The recommended texts were also available from the main university 

library and students were instructed on how to use the library to search for further sources. 

The intensive nature of the course meant that much of the time available to work on essays 

was spent in class, although students also worked on their essays in the evenings and 

weekends. A post-course questionnaire confirmed that most students (95%) used the library 

resources to research their essays. The questionnaire also showed that most students (89%) 

spent the recommended 16.5 hours/week of their own time writing their essay and that 91% 

also used the reading material made available on the online learning platform.  

Students were all given formal feedback on their essay plans by their teachers at the 

same point in the course. Due to time constraints, this feedback was the only significant 

teacher input. Teacher feedback on the essays was therefore limited to written comments on 

their initial essay plans and brief comments during tutorial sessions.  

Although the essays were not written in test conditions, it is argued that in various 

respects (time available, availability of resources, teacher input) the students were writing in 

a fairly uniform environment. While we cannot rule out the possibility that some students had 

help from L1 students (or sought advice on their essays from outside the university) this does 

not appear to have been the case. Students were well aware that the reason for writing the 

essays was to develop skills necessary for their imminent futures. Being newly arrived in the 

country (and with few L1 students on campus) pre-sessional students would also have had 

few chances to receive such advice on their essays. Another method used to keep students 
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honest were repeated explanations of the plagiarism software. We are therefore confident in 

our assumption that, on the whole, students wrote the essays themselves.  

Each essay (excluding the cover page and reference list) was pasted into 

Vocabprofiler and two lexical profiles generated. Quotations were not removed as we took 

the view that the integration of key words and phrases taken from another author 

demonstrated a kind of productive ability. The Classic profile compared the essays to the 

word lists (GSL 1, GLS 2, AWL) used in prior studies. Another (New) profile compared the 

essays to more recently compiled word lists (NGSL 1 – 3, NAWL). The Classic and New 

profiles were entered into an excel spreadsheet and the Pearson coefficient values calculated 

between these profiles and the measures of language proficiency.  

4 Results 

4.1 Classic word lists 

Given the large number of essays (N=472), a strict interpretation of statistical significance 

(p<0.01) was adopted when analysing the essays as a whole. As can be seen in Table 6, most 

of the correlations between the ratio of word types used in the essays and the Essay scores 

(using the classic word lists) were significant. The Speaking/Beyond 2000 correlation was 

also significant. 

Table 6. Correlations between proficiency scores and the ratios of word types in 

essays (N=472): Classic wordlists  

 GSL1 GSL2 AWL NiL 

AWL + 

NiL 

Reading -0.09 -0.07 0.06 0.07 0.11 

Listening -0.08 -0.06 -0.02 0.12 0.09 

Speaking -0.14 -0.13 0.09 0.14 0.18** 

Essay -0.27** -0.11 0.21** 0.19** 0.31** 

Overall -0.23** -0.13 0.15 0.19** 0.27** 
Note: significant values are in bold  **p<0.01 
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The Essay and Overall scores generally correlated significantly with the LFP ratios. As 

expected, these measures of productive proficiency correlated negatively with the high-

frequency words and positively with the academic and off-list words. In general, students that 

used a lot of high-frequency (GSL1) words in their essays tended to get lower grades overall 

and lower grades for their essays. In contrast, the students who used a higher proportion of 

academic (and off-list) words tended to get higher scores. Contrary to expectations, the 

Reading and Listening scores (measures of receptive skills) did not correlate significantly 

with any part of the LFP profile. While we did not expect the receptive measures to show a 

strong relationship with the LFP ratios we did anticipate that there would be, at least, a 

statistically significant relationship. Our answer to RQ1 is therefore mixed: significant 

correlations between the Essay scores and the LFP ratios were observed although the Reading 

and Listening scores did not correlate significantly. In answer to RQ2, the Beyond 2000 

(AWL+NiL) measure was the best predictor. However, even though many of these 

correlations were significant the correlations were all quite weak. The highest correlation 

coefficient (r= 0.31) was between the Essay scores and the Beyond 2000 measure. When the 

effect size is calculated (r²= 0.096) this tells us that only around 10% of the variance in the 

Essay scores can be attributed to the use of academic (or infrequent) words. 

 As the number of essays in this study is large (N=472) the database was divided into 

pathway groups (HSS, n=307; Law, n=116; Science and Engineering, n=49) to see if more of 

the variation might be accounted for when essays were grouped by academic discipline. 

Tables 7 - 9 show the correlations calculated for the essays within each pathway, using the 

classic word lists. 
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Table 7. Correlations between proficiency scores and the ratios of word types in HSS 

pathway essays (n=307) 

  GSL1 GSL2 AWL NiL 

AWL + 

NiL 

Reading -0.10 -0.05 0.06 0.10 0.13 

Listening -0.02 0.04 -0.03 0.04 0.00 

Speaking -0.11 0.04 0.09 0.03 0.10 

Essay -0.21** 0.00 0.17** 0.11 0.22** 

Overall -0.19** 0.00 0.14** 0.11 0.20** 
Note: significant values are in bold   **p<0.01 

 

As with the whole group correlations (Table 6), many of the correlations for the HSS 

pathway word type ratios and Essay and Overall scores (Table 7) were significant.   

Table 8. Correlations between proficiency scores and the ratios of word types in Law 

pathway essays (n=116)  

  GSL1 GSL2 AWL NiL 

AWL + 

NiL 

Reading 0.09 0.02 0.02 -0.14 -0.09 

Listening 0.01 -0.11 -0.11 0.14 0.03 

Speaking -0.18* -0.23* 0.11 0.23* 0.26** 

Essay -0.22* -0.17* 0.22* 0.15* 0.28** 

Overall -0.11 -0.17* 0.10 0.12 0.16* 
Note: significant values are in bold  *p<0.05       **p<0.01 

 

In Tables 8 – 10 the essays under analysis are fewer, so both the correlation values at the 95% 

and 99% confidence levels are presented as significant. In Table 8, while the scores for the 

receptive skills (Reading and Listening) did not correlate with the ratios of word types, the 

correlations for the scores of productive skills (Speaking and Essay) were mostly significant.  
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Table 9. Correlations between proficiency scores and the ratios of word types in 

Science and Engineering pathway essays (n=49) 

  GSL1 GSL2 AWL NiL 

AWL + 

NiL 

Reading -0.04 0.17 0.12 -0.08 -0.02 

Listening 0.03 0.25* -0.09 -0.05 -0.12 

Speaking -0.02 0.24 -0.16 0.03 -0.07 

Essay -0.37** -0.01 0.26* 0.17 0.36* 

Overall -0.24 0.16 0.12 0.08 0.17 
Note: significant values are in bold  *p<0.05     **p<0.01 

 

The Science and Engineering pathway essays (Table 9) were a smaller group (n=49), which 

meant correlations needed to be higher to be considered statistically significant. In this 

pathway, the Essay scores correlated significantly with 3 of the 5 word type ratios. Notably, 

the highest frequency (GSL1) words and also the Beyond 2000 words had the highest 

correlations (r= -0.37; 0.36). The effect size (r²= 0.1369) of the correlation between the Essay 

scores and the ratio of GSL1 words tells us that around 14% of the essay scores can be 

accounted for by that list.  

As well as dividing the essays into subject pathways, it was also possible to further 

subdivide the largest (HSS) pathway into specific essay question groups. This was done to 

see if more of the variation might be accounted for by the specific questions. In general a 

trend similar to the whole group was observed. For example, Table 10 shows the correlations 

between the essays written in answer to the HSS essay question “Does globalization lead to 

development? Discuss” and the proficiency scores. 
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Table 10. Correlations between proficiency scores and the ratios of word types in HSS 

pathway essay Q3. (n=53) 

  GSL1 GSL2 AWL NiL 

AWL + 

NiL 

Reading -0.05 -0.11 0.18 -0.03 0.11 

Listening -0.09 0.22 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 

Speaking -0.39** 0.08 0.25* 0.14 0.32* 

Essay -0.27* -0.12 0.26* 0.11 0.31* 

Overall -0.28* -0.05 0.27* 0.08 0.28* 
Note: significant values are in bold  *p<0.05  **p<0.01 

 

When looking at the subgroup of HSS students who answered Q3 (Table 10), we can see that 

those students who used a lot of high-frequency (GSL1) words in their essays tended to get a 

lower Essay score and also tended to score worse (r= -0.39) for the other measure of 

productive language (Speaking). The effect size for the Speaking/GSL1 correlation 

(r²=0.1521) is 15%. As with the HSS students as a whole (Table 7), the measures of receptive 

skills (Reading and Listening) did not correlate significantly with the types of words in the 

essays.  

4.2 New word lists 

To answer RQ3, the students’ proficiency scores were also correlated with LFP ratios 

generated using the new word lists (see Table 11).  

Table 11. Correlations between proficiency scores and the ratios of words in all essays 

(n=472): New word lists 

 NGSL1 NGSL2 NGSL3 NAWL NiL 

NAWL + 

NiL 

Reading -0.10 0.12 0.05 -0.04 0.10 0.07 

Listening -0.13 0.06 0.05 -0.02 0.16 0.13 

Speaking -0.18** 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.24** 0.21** 

Essay -0.19** 0.10 0.03 0.08 0.22** 0.22** 

Overall -0.20** 0.12 0.04 0.03 0.25** 0.22** 
Note: significant values are in bold  **p<0.01 
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While the highest frequency (NGSL1) words and the Beyond 2000 measure 

correlated significantly with the measures of productive proficiency, the correlation 

coefficients were not as high as those derived from the classic word lists (Table 6). When the 

group was divided into faculty pathways (and then further subdivided into essay question 

groups) there were fewer significant correlations than when the classic lists were used. Also, 

the strength of the correlations did not increase when the newer word lists were used as base 

lists. To answer RQ3, although significant correlations were observed the newer word lists 

did not generate stronger correlations than the classic word lists.  

To summarize, while the correlations between the ratios of word types used in the 

essays and the proficiency scores (whether analysed as a whole or subdivided by pathway 

groups or question) were not particularly strong, there was a statistically significant trend. 

The trend was that the highest frequency words and the Beyond 2000 words usually 

correlated significantly with measures of productive proficiency, particularly with the Essay 

scores. When the correlations were calculated using the newer word lists, although a similar 

trend was observed, the correlations did not suggest that the newer word lists offered an 

improvement to the LFP methodology. 

5 Discussion 

  Our exploration of the LFP measure confirms the findings of previous studies (Laufer 

& Nation, 1995; Morris & Cobb, 2004; Daller & Phelan, 2007; Bardakci, 2016) that there is a 

statistically significant relationship between the types of words that learners produce and 

written proficiency. Our results show that this relationship does not however extend to 

receptive language skills, such as listening or reading. Therefore, one contribution from this 

study is a clearer definition of the parameters within which the LFP can be used. Another is 
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to demonstrate that productive measures can be applied to long texts written in authentic 

environments, and are not necessarily limited to short general texts written in test conditions.  

As with previous studies, many of the Essay/LFP correlation values were significant. 

Although with correlation effect sizes not exceeding 15%, it seems clear that analysing the 

percentages of vocabulary types produced is not in itself enough to understand the written (or 

general) proficiency of L2 learners. It also indicates a fundamental problem in an approach 

that only looks at a superficial feature of the words used and does not dig deeper into their 

meaning, appropriacy or how they are connected. Vocabulary, as measured by the LFP, only 

accounts for a small part of proficiency scores. To get a fuller understanding (based on essay 

analysis) it would be necessary to include information on other aspects of word knowledge 

and/or other aspects of language. While LFP ratios are therefore not recommended as being 

the sole proxy for written (or general) proficiency, they could however be of some use when 

coupled with other measures. In contrast to the role originally intended for them, LFP ratios 

would probably be of more service within a broad system of diagnostic measures that aimed 

to help teachers give more precise feedback to students on various aspects of their essays. As 

discussed in the following section, teachers could use LFPs to quickly identify essays which 

are unusual in terms of the type of vocabulary they contain. They would also enable markers 

to assess the vocabulary component more objectively. 

Lexical appropriateness is one of the criteria that grading descriptors (see Appendix) 

expect teachers to consider when assigning grades. How teachers are supposed to decide 

whether a student has used vocabulary appropriately (or not) is unclear. It is essentially a 

subjective component. We would argue that an evaluation of lexical appropriateness in essays 

could be improved by reference to objective criteria, such as the amount of academic (or 

high-frequency) vocabulary used in the essay. If an essay has been submitted electronically, 

then a teacher can easily paste it into a free online vocabulary program to generate a profile. 
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To facilitate interpretations of these profiles, the data from this study has been used to create 

an average L2 vocabulary profile (see Fig 1) against which teachers might compare other L2 

profiles. The average ratios were calculated for 118 students (three academic disciplines) 

whose hand marked essays scored in the top quartile, essays which in all respects (content, 

language, organisation of the argument, following academic conventions) were considered to 

be well written. Such essays could be considered model essays, not L1 but of a level that L2 

learners might feasibly aspire to write. 

Fig 1. Average ratios for upper quartile essays (n=118) 

 

A profile for an L2 essay could be compared with the average ratios in Fig 1 and used for the 

purposes of grading or feedback. A student, for example, whose profile showed GSL1 = 

75%; GSL 2 = 15%; AWL = 5%; NiL = 5% could be criticized as being too dependent on 

high-frequency words. Such a student might be advised to use more academic words. 

Conversely, a student essay with a profile of GSL1 = 40%; GSL 2 = 10%; AWL = 30%; NiL 

= 20% could be criticized for being too technical and hard to read. Advice to this student 

might be to explain some of the concepts in more everyday language.  
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 A surprising outcome of this study is that the profiles calculated using the classic 

word lists correlated more strongly with the proficiency measures than those calculated using 

the newer word lists. This was unexpected as the classic word lists were compiled from 

smaller corpuses, and being out-dated we hypothesized that they would show less of a 

relationship. Why this result was observed is unclear, although we might speculate. One 

possibility is that the classic lists may have, over the years, influenced teaching and teaching 

materials. Coxhead’s AWL for example is often taught explicitly in courses aimed at students 

who plan to study abroad, some students might therefore be making a conscious effort to 

include some of these words in their writing. We might also note that the teachers marking 

these essays were probably focused on the language side of the essays, as they were language 

specialists. It is conceivable that content specialists (even if using the same grading 

descriptors) might mark the essays in a different way. Marker reliability is also discussed by 

Csomay and Prades (2018) as to why their study did not (on the whole) find a significant 

correlation between academic word ratios and essay scores. Another consideration is that the 

AWL and NAWL words have different coverage ratios. In Fig 1 the AWL accounts for 20% 

of the words used in our sample of 118 essays, whereas the NAWL accounts for only 5%. 

This low amount of use limits its potential to discriminate, which could explain the lower 

correlation values. While some (or all) of these factors may have contributed to this 

unexpected result, a simpler explanation could be that the LFP measure is just not sensitive 

enough for a change in the word list to be noticeable. Perhaps asking whether the Classic-

wordlist-LFP is better at predicting proficiency than the New-wordlist-LFP is a false 

dichotomy. Akin to asking whether it is better to cut bread with a fish knife or a butter knife. 

As both are blunt instruments, neither will do a satisfactory job. This is not to say that we are 

dismissing the LFP entirely, extending the analogy a little further we might note that both 

knives are well suited to some purposes (filleting fish and spreading butter) but less suited to 
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others. This brings us back to the point made by Fitzpatrick and Clenton (2017) about the 

need for the tester to understand what information the test is capable of capturing. As we 

have also argued earlier, the LFP might be better employed in another direction. Our 

suggestion that the LFP be used to improve diagnostic feedback (or help teachers grade more 

objectively) would seem to play to its strengths: its capacity to quickly skim through texts 

and give a rough overview of a writer’s ability to use the kind of vocabulary expected in that 

genre. 

6 Conclusion 

Revisiting the LFP in this large scale (920,000 word corpus) study of L2 essays 

allows us to generalise more about this measure and comment on its utility. As well as the 

increased sample size, the present study corrected problems identified in previous validations 

by using longer (and more authentic) texts and a range of proficiency tests that measured both 

productive and receptive abilities. The correlations between the proficiency scores and the 

LFP ratios indicate that students who had low scores in the measure of written proficiency 

had a tendency to rely on high-frequency words (and vice versa). As expected, the tests of 

productive skills (writing and speaking) correlated with the LFP ratios although the tests of 

receptive skills (reading and listening) did not. This is in line with Fitzpatrick and Clenton’s 

assertion that different kinds of vocabulary tests measure different aspects of word 

knowledge and that when applying them teachers and researchers need to be aware of “…the 

level and range of the knowledge being tested” (2017:864). Although confirming the findings 

of the problematic former studies (Nation & Laufer, 1995; Morris & Cobb, 2004; Daller & 

Phelan, 2007; Bardakci, 2016) that the LFP correlates significantly with written proficiency, 

this study did not find a strong relationship.  
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The relationships between the LFP ratios and the other proficiency measures were not 

strong enough to confidently recommend them as independent proxies for proficiency, 

although they might be suitable for use in conjunction with other measures. Rather than 

attempting to use them as proficiency measures, they would probably be better employed 

helping teachers to give more accurate feedback on the vocabulary component of essays. An 

average profile was created from the essays ranked in the upper quartile of this study that 

teachers could use as a template against which to compare other L2 learners. We would also 

argue that these average ratios could serve as objective yardsticks against which markers 

could evaluate the lexical appropriateness component within essay grading descriptors.  

A surprising finding was that the New-wordlist-LFP did not, as expected, give 

stronger correlations than the Classic-LFP. Why this is so remains unclear, although this is 

most likely to be indicative of the LFPs limited sensitivity to proficiency. With modest 

correlation values between the LFP ratios and written proficiency scores in both the current 

study and prior studies, it would seem we have yet to develop a satisfactory method of 

measuring productive vocabulary. Would a measure of lexical diversity such as D (Malvern 

et al., 2004), or an adaptation of Meara and Bell’s P Lex (2001) yield stronger correlations 

with L2 essay scores? Or would it be better to use a measure that taps into a different aspect 

of productive vocabulary knowledge? The search for accurate ways to measure productive 

vocabulary continues. 
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Appendix: Essay Grading Descriptors  

L
a
n

g
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 [4
0
] 

  Work demonstrates an     
 authoritative use of the   
 grammar and punctuation  
 required for the task; ability to   

manipulate complex  

 structures  

 An excellent range of vocabulary 
appropriate to the task; completely 
accurate collocation and idiomatic 
expression 

 Excellent academic style, with 
appropriate use of register, ability 
to express caution and to 
generalize. 

 Absence of any errors indicates 
excellent proof-reading 

 Work shows accurate 
grammar and punctuation, 
sophisticated sentence 
structures. 

 Good range of vocabulary 

appropriate to the task  

 Very good academic style 
with appropriate use of 
register, ability to express 
caution and to generalize.  

 Clear evidence of proof-
reading. 

 Work shows a good level of 
use of grammar and 
punctuation required for the 
task; some use of complex 
structures but perhaps 

incorrect use 

  Vocabulary generally 
appropriate to the task.  

 Good awareness of 
academic style (register, 
expression of caution, 
generalization).  

 Good evidence of proof 
reading but some errors 
may persist despite this. 

 Work shows a reasonable use of 
grammar and punctuation with some 
ability to manipulate complex 
structures. There may be a limited 
number of grammatical errors but 

these do not interfere with meaning.  

 Good range of appropriate vocabulary.  

 Awareness of academic style, but 
some inappropriacies in register, 
expression of caution may be weak 
and over generalizations may be 
evident.  

 Some lack of proof reading may result 
in careless mistakes, 

 Work shows a basic grasp of 
grammar and punctuation but limited 
ability to manipulate complex 
structures. Errors may interfere with 
meaning. 

 Adequate range of appropriate 
vocabulary. 

 Some awareness of academic style 
but there are likely to be a number of 
over-generalisations and limited 
ability to express caution. 

 Inadequate proof reading may lead 
to careless mistakes. 

 There may be recurrent grammatical 
and punctuation errors and limited 
ability to manipulate complex 
structures 

 Some inappropriate use of 

vocabulary.  

 Choice of style and register is often 
inappropriate.  

 Inadequate proof reading or lack of 
proof reading may result in careless 
errors.  

 Significant, recurrent 
grammatical and punctuation 
errors. Very limited ability to 
manipulate structures 
appropriately and frequent 

errors in basic grammatical 
structures;  

 Range of vocabulary is 
inadequate for the task; errors 
make the meaning difficult to 
discern and cause strain for 
the reader.  

 Limited or no ability to use 
academic style 

 Lack of proof reading results in 
incomprehension. 

 

 80 – 100% 

        CEFR: C2 / IELTS 8.5+ 

70 – 79% 

CEFR: HIGH C1/IELTS 7.5-8 

60 – 69% 

CEFR:LOW C1/IELTS 7-7.5 

50 – 59% 

CEFR: HIGH B2/ IELTS 6-6.5 

40 – 49% 

 CEFR: LOW B2/ IELTS 5.5-6 

30 – 39% 

               CEFR: B1/IELTS 4 - 5 

1 – 29% 

CEFR:A1/A2/IELTS below 4 
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 All parts of the question 
thoroughly addressed within a 
coherent argument. 

 Work shows main ideas 
prominently and clearly stated. 

 Introduction and Conclusion as in 
next band but also effectively 
show how work is related to 
question/topic. 

 Excellent presentation 

 All parts of the question 
thoroughly addressed 

 Work shows good analysis. 

 Work is focused and only 
relevant issues presented. 

 Effective Introduction and 
Conclusion: contextualise 
and draw ideas together, 
respectively. 

 Very good presentation 
throughout the paper 

 All parts of the question 
addressed.  

 Work shows some ability to 
analyse 

 Work is focused and mainly 

relevant issues competently 
presented. 

 Good Introduction and 
Conclusion 

 Good presentation 
throughout the paper 

 Addresses the question adequately.  

 Work shows an understanding of the 
topic but may be more descriptive than 
analytical. 

 There may be occasional loss of focus 

and irrelevancies in parts.  

 Introduction and Conclusion adequate. 

 Generally satisfactory presentation 
 

 Parts of the question addressed but 
not all. 

 Work shows some understanding of 
the topic but is rather descriptive. 

 Some loss of focus & some 

irrelevancies may be evident. 

 Introduction and Conclusion may be 
rather simplistic with some 
inadequacies. 

 Presentation needs more care: some 
attempt to meet layout requirements. 

 Not all parts of the question 
addressed.  

 Work shows weak understanding of 
the topic and is largely descriptive 

 Work is generally unfocused with 

many irrelevancies  

 Introduction and Conclusion may be 
simplistic and weak. 

 Presentation needs more care: some 
attempt to meet layout requirements 
but evident lack of proof-reading. 

 Little attempt to address the 
question.  

 Work shows limited 
understanding of the topic  

 Work is unfocused and 

contains many irrelevancies  

 No, or extremely weak, 
Introduction and Conclusion.  

 Poor presentation with little or 
no attention to layout 
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 Work shows completely logical 
organisational structure, enabling 
the writer’s answer to the question 
to be followed effortlessly 

 Good flow: ability to 
communicate with no 
difficulties for the reader.  

 Logical sequencing of ideas 

good text organisation,  

 Good paragraph 
organization,  

 Effective use of sign-
posting expressions to 
create cohesion and 
coherence. 

 Reasonably good flow: 
ability to communicate with 
few difficulties for the 
reader.  

 Good sequencing of ideas 
which enables the message 
to be followed clearly;  

 Paragraphs reasonably well 
organized although some 
room for improvement;  

 Fairly good use of sign-
posting language to create 
cohesion & coherence 

 Reasonable flow: ability to 
communicate, although with 
occasional difficulties for the reader.  

 Some ability to sequence ideas but 

overall structure may show some 
flaws.  

 Fairly good attempt to organize 
paragraphs into main and supporting 
ideas; some use of examples but 
insufficient;  

 An attempt to use sign-posting 
language, but sometimes 
inappropriate or inaccurate use; parts 
of the text may lack cohesion. 

 Adequate flow: some ability to 
communicate but with some 
difficulties for the reader. 

 Some limits in the ability to 

sequence ideas and the overall 
organisation is likely to be flawed but 
the message may be followed 
adequately. 

 Paragraphs may lack unity but may 
show an attempt to use topic and 
supporting sentences. 

 Some attempt to use sign-posting 
language but it may be inappropriate 
in places; there may be some lack of 
cohesion. 

 Ability to communicate but with 
strain for the reader.  

 The overall sequence of ideas may 
be flawed but the message can be 

followed in places.  

 Paragraph structure may be weak 
and disconnected – paragraphs may 
be only one or two sentences long 
and disjointed; little use of examples 
and illustrations;  

 Limited use of sign-posting language 
and often inappropriate; some lack 
of cohesion. 

 Limited ability to communicate 
which often puts strain on the 
reader.  

 Ideas are poorly sequenced 

organized and the message is 
difficult to follow. Lacks clear 
organization structure;  

 Paragraphs poorly organized 
and show little understanding 
of the purpose of paragraphs;  

 Very limited or inaccurate use 
of sign-posting language; lack 
of cohesion. 
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 Excellent citation and full 
referencing in terms of accuracy; 

 Relevant and accurate 
incorporation of sources by 
summary, paraphrase and 
quotation; 

  Sophisticated use of reporting    
  language;  

 Bibliography is comprehensive 
and accurately reflects all sources 
cited 

 Very good ability to select 
and reference a wide range 
of relevant sources 
correctly;  

 Good incorporation of 
sources by summary, 
paraphrase and quotation;  

 Good use of reporting 

language;  

 Bibliography contains all 
sources referred to  

 Good ability to select, 
incorporate and reference a 
reasonable range of 
sources adequately; 

 Shows some skill at 
incorporating sources by 
summary, paraphrase and 
quotation; 

 Reasonable use of 
reporting language. 

  Bibliography contains most 
sources referred to  

 Evidence of ability to select and 
reference sources but incorporation 
into text may be clumsy.  

 A reasonable attempt to incorporate 
sources by summary, paraphrase and 
quotation   

 Fairly good attempt to use reporting 
verbs and expressions.  

 Bibliography may contain one or two 
omissions or inaccurate references.  

 Some use of sources but the range 
may be limited and incorporation into 
the text is clumsy and may be 
without commentary. 

 Adequate attempt to incorporate 
sources by summary, paraphrase 
and quotation. 

 Some attempt to use reporting 

verbs. 

 Some omissions evident in the 
Bibliography.  

 Rather poor use of very limited 
sources and limited ability to 
incorporate them into the text.  

 Some attempt to incorporate sources 
by summary, paraphrase and 
quotation but incorrect or lack of 
citation may result in plagiarism.  

 Limited use of reporting verbs  

 Bibliography shows several missing 
or incorrect references; may contain 
sources not referred to in the text.  

 Inability to use source 
material;  

 Inability to summarise, 
paraphrase or quote which 
results in plagiarism.  

 Poor use of, or lack of, 
reporting language 

 Bibliography inadequate and 

inaccurate; there are likely to 
be a number of sources not 
referred to in the text. 


